Cytohistologic correlation of cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. Pitfall in diagnosis?
To compare the diagnostic criteria for cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) noted on liver fine needle aspirates (FNAs) and their corresponding liver needle core biopsies (NCBs). We reviewed FNA slides from 15 cases of cirrhosis and 6 cases of HCC and their corresponding NCBs. We compared a variety of specific nonarchitectural criteria, including small cell dysplasia (SCD) and large cell dysplasia (LCD), for distinguishing cirrhosis from HCC. FNA smears diagnostically correlated with NCBs. The cytologic criterion with the greatest correlation in predicting HCC on FNA was SCD. This was not noted in all the core biopsies, probably due to sampling error. LCD was seen more frequently in cirrhosis than HCC on both cytology and histology and therefore was not a criterion useful in establishing a diagnosis of malignancy. The remaining cytologic criteria had good correlations but did not aid in diagnosing HCC. FNA has good cytohistologic correlation with NCB for both cirrhosis and HCC. There is an association of SCD with HCC; however, LCD is not a reliable "precancerous" change as it is commonly seen in cirrhosis and HCC. Therefore, the presence of SCD on FNA should be reported and is an indication for close clinical follow-up to exclude HCC.